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9,29,22 2 Pet. 1:5-9, Peter’s Definition of Genuine Growth in Faith 

We are going to be looking at 2 Pet. 1:5-9.  And the more we think about what 

Peter is saying, the more confusing it might be, because we all been taught 

numerous times, that living the Christian life is impossible for us and that only 

Christ can live that life. 

Think of all the “not I, but Christ” messages you’ve heard and books you’ve read.  

We instinctively know this is true, but then we come across a passage like this one 

in 2 Pet. and it’s confusing at best and even feels a little legalistic, at least at first 

glance.  Here are the verses; 

“But also, for this very reason, giving all diligence, add to your faith virtue, to 

virtue knowledge, to knowledge self-control, to self-control perseverance, to 

perseverance godliness, to godliness brotherly kindness, and to brotherly 

kindness love. For if these things are yours and abound, you will be neither 

barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. For he who 

lacks these things is shortsighted, even to blindness, and has forgotten that 

he was cleansed from his old sins.” 

This doesn’t sound like, “just give everything over to the Lord and He will live His 

life through you”.  Or verses like “the battle is the Lord’s” so “stand still and watch 

the salvation of the Lord”.  It appears Peter expects us to do something; like James 

saying, “be doers of the Word and not hearers only”. 

So, now what do we do?  We’ve been studying people like Miles Sandford, Hannah 

Whittell Smith or Andrew Murray and countless others who have assured us that if 

anything, we are to decrease so He can increase; that our job is faith and His is 

everything else.  How does Peter expect us to “rest” like Jesus promised we’d be 

able to do when we came to Him, and then start “adding” all these things on top of 

faith?   

I’m totally down with resting – I’m not so excited about giving diligence to add 

virtue, knowledge, self-control, perseverance, godliness, brotherly kindness and 

love – and making sure these things abound in my life. 

I can’t do that!  If I could do all that, I wouldn’t need a savior. 
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I’m pretty sure Peter was there when Jesus said, “Come unto me all you who labor 

and are heaven laden and I will give you rest.”  I’m also sure Peter is not 

theologically incorrect in what he’s telling us in 2 Pet. 1. 

So, what do we do with that? 

I’m going to approach this from a different angle that you might expect, but I hope 

that by the time I’m done, what Peter is asking of us will make sense. 

So first, I may only be talking about myself, but just in case . . . when I think about 

the “fruit of the Spirit” in Gal. 5, especially the fact that it’s called the fruit of the 

Spirit, not the fruit of me, I often wonder why He hasn’t done a better job 

manifesting His fruit through me, because, at least for me, that fruit is in bits and 

pieces at best.  

From time to time over the years, I’ve asked the Lord to show me the what and 

how of this.  I knew it had to relate somehow to the conditions of discipleship, 

because everything that matters does; things like “pick up your cross daily and 

follow Me” or “He that loses his life finds it”.  But I couldn’t see the connection 

between these mandates and their results in terms of the fruit of the Spirit.   

Recently, I came across the following explanation of Gal. 5 which was different 

than any I had heard before.  Hopefully, it will be helpful to you too. Here’s the 

verse; 

(Galatians 5:22-24) “But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, 

longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. 

Against such there is no law. And those who are Christ’s have crucified the 

flesh.” 

Now, here’s Watchman Nee’s take on this; 

“In examining the fruit of the Holy Spirit—which express Christian witness—

we shall readily see that they are none other than selfless acts. What is love? 

Love is loving others without thinking of self. What is joy? It is looking at God 

in spite of self, knowing His full and eternal acceptance. Patience is despising 

one’s own hardship. Peace is disregarding one’s loss. Gentleness is 

overlooking one’s rights. Humility is forgetting one’s merits. Temperance is 

the self under control. And faithfulness is restraint. As we examine every 
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Christian virtue, we will discern that other than being delivered from self or 

being forgetful of self, a believer has no other virtue. The fruit of the Holy 

Spirit is determined by one principle alone: the losing of self completely.” 

As you go through your day, think about how much time you spend thinking about 

yourself, whether it’s what you’re going through, your faults, sins or even your 

strengths – whatever it is that keeps you occupied with yourself. 

It’s incredibly difficult to get our eyes off us when this has been our natural 

response to life since we were born.  I guess this is what authors call “spiritual 

disciplines”.  It takes time and effort, but if we want to experience what it means to 

“find life” by “losing life”, we’ll have to move in that direction. 

Paul’s escape from self seemed to be his obsession with the needs of others and 

knowing Christ in the fullest way possible.  We may not be planting churches, but 

there are people all around us who have needs, and pressing into the scriptures to 

know the Lord better is always an option. 

But the real challenge is not just distracting ourselves, even though that can be 

helpful, it’s believing that being occupied with ourselves is essentially detrimental 

and that moving away from that preoccupation with self is the way to freedom 

from the flesh and the way into the experience of the fruit of the Spirit. 

At the same time, we don’t want to fall into the trap of stoicism, some kind of 

Eastern religious experience of self-denial where self is subtly still in charge.  It’s 

not wrong to be aware of our needs and to bring those needs to God and to others 

for prayer.  People who are suffering are very aware of the pain they are in; as our 

Lord was in the Garden of Gethsemane. 

It’s not wrong to realize and admit our weaknesses.  The problem comes in when 

all of these things become our primary focus in life; an obsession that controls 90% 

of our thinking. The less we are obsessed with ourselves, the freer we will be to 

become obsessed with the Lord. 

We just have to recognize through increased discernment as we grow, the 

difference between effectively dealing with legitimate personal needs as over 

against allowing those needs to become a mental life-style of inward focus. 
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Technically, it’s not self-awareness that kills us; we are definitely going to be aware 

of what we are experiencing.  Its self-love that destroys us.  Listen to how this 

writer expresses this by using the life of Jacob.  He shows us what God does to help 

us get to the place where self-love is replaced by love for God.  It’s not an easy 

path; 

“No life manifests more beauty than the one who is broken. Self-love has 

given way to beauty in the one who has been broken by God. For example, 

consider Jacob in the Old Testament. We see how even in his mother’s 

womb he struggled with his brother. He was subtle and manipulative. But his 

life was full of sorrows and grief. As a youth, he fled from home. For twenty 

years, he was cheated by Laban. The wife of his heart’s love—Rachel—died 

prematurely. The son of his love—Joseph—was sold into slavery. Years later, 

another one of his dearly loved sons, Benjamin, was detained in Egypt. 

Repeatedly, he was dealt with by God, meeting misfortune after misfortune. 

He was stricken by God over and over. Indeed, his whole history is said to be 

a history of being stricken by God. Finally, after many recurring dealings, the 

man Jacob was transformed. In his last few years, he was quite transparent. 

How dignified was his answer to Pharaoh! How beautiful was his end when 

he worshiped God leaning on his staff! How clear were his blessings to his 

descendants! After reading the last page of his history, we want to bow our 

heads and worship God. Here is one who is matured, who knows God 

experientially. Several decades of dealings have resulted in the breaking of 

Jacob’s outward man. In his old age, his life of brokenness is a picture of 

beauty.” 

In the New Testament, that “picture of beauty” is called “the life of Jesus being 

manifest through our mortal flesh.”   This is how God breaks us, but it’s also how 

He conforms us to Christ. 

These themes are not new to us, but at least for me, reminders are crucial.  In 

times of pressure, I simply forget why that pressure is there – I forget what God is 

working toward in His dealings with us that often feel like they are beyond what 

we can endure.  My thoughts leave heaven and return violently to earth. 

As Nee put it; “The mind is the battleground in spiritual warfare. It is the 

stronghold of the Adamic life as well as being that part of our life which is 
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most corrupted by sin. If the mind can be renewed, the image of God can be 

restored.” 

We have to somehow remember that ultimately its never our circumstances that 

drags us down, its how we interpret those circumstances.  If we see them as God 

sees them, then as painful as they may be, it’s more likely that gratitude will 

encompass our thoughts instead of despair. 

God is working toward something Jacob-like in all of us; we just tend to hate the 

path He’s chosen to get us there.  Fortunately, He’s neither surprised nor derailed 

by our confusion and complaining.  He moves right through them because He 

knows that as despairing as we are at present (as when Jacob got the report of 

Joseph’s death at the hands of wild animals), we will end up leaning on our staff, 

genuinely and gratefully worshipping God at the end. 

Those who are broken have lost all faith in themselves, but as painful as that was 

while it was happening, they also began to see in the Bible as well as in their own 

lives, that the whole history of humanity (themselves included) was a 6000-year 

demonstration of God’s willingness to be and do what we can’t be or do.  

So, now, when the implications of that discovery really sink in, and they see a 

passage like 2 Pet. 1:5-9 telling us to do things we can’t do, that doesn’t bother 

them, because they know that neither they, nor God, has any expectation that any 

of us will be able to do any of what Peter is requiring of us. 

Maybe these broken people in our illustration grab the story of Moses standing at 

the Red Sea.  God told Moses to part the waters (Ex. 14:16) “Lift up your staff, and 

stretch out your hand over the sea and divide it.” 

Could Moses do that?  Of course not.  Did God know he couldn’t?  Yes.  So why did 

He command that Moses do it?  Because God also knew that Moses was well 

aware that he couldn’t divide the water, but the Lord also knew that even though 

Moses didn’t have any expectation that he would be able to accomplish this, over 

the years, Moses had developed a dependence on God that cancelled Moses out 

of the picture and let God be God.  Listen to these verses in Hebrews. 

(Heb. 11:32-35) “And what more shall I say? For the time would fail me to 

tell of Gideon and Barak and Samson and Jephthah, also of David and 

Samuel and the prophets: who through faith (hold on to that phrase) 
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subdued kingdoms, worked righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the 

mouths of lions, quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the 

sword, out of weakness were made strong, became valiant in battle, turned 

to flight the armies of the aliens. Women received their dead raised to life 

again.” 

Did Daniel stop the mouths of lions?  Did women raise their children from the 

dead?  God said they did.  How’s that possible?  They did these things because 

they knew they couldn’t do any of them, but they also knew that if God said to do 

it, somehow, He would make it happen. 

Like I said earlier, God has taken pains over the last 6000 years to fill history with 

examples of people who, through suffering and failure, lost all hope in themselves 

in order to gain hope in God. 

There’s nothing easy about any of this.  Think of the lives of all these people.  But 

also think of the outcome. 

So, when we approach the “add” commands given to us in 2 Pet. 1; keep in mind 

the “part the sea” command given to Moses in Ex. 14; then step into the water 

fully aware of your inability, but fully aware of God’s willingness to accomplish 

what He’s commanded, and see what happens. 

James McConkey wrote this; 

“Faith is dependence on God.  And this God-dependence only begins when 

self-dependence ends.  And self-dependence only comes to its end when 

sorrow, affliction, broken plans and hopes bring us to that place of self-

helplessness and defeat.  Only then do we find that we have learned the 

lesson of faith.” 

So, I wouldn’t expect miracles overnight; I don’t see instant maturity anywhere in 

the Bible, but I would expect that over time we will learn the same lessons of 

walking with the Lord that the men and women in Heb. 11 learned. 

One last comment on this before we break down the details of Peter’s admonition 

to us.  This is a quote by Sparks, 

“I have not been the least of those who have striven, and agonized, and 

strained, and pressed and reached out for all that the Lord would have, all 
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that is possible. It is possible to wear yourself right out, and kill yourself in a 

spiritual quest, and the Lord at last says to our hearts: ‘If only you will trust 

Me, things will happen; it will all come to pass without any of your struggle 

and agony. I am going to bear this fruit. I will bear it through you by way of 

union and fellowship. Remember that the holy, blessed secret of fellowship 

is resting in Me, abiding in Me.’ 

What is behind the rest of faith? It is not bringing yourself to a passive state, 

when you inwardly sink down and say, ‘I am just going to rest.’ It is knowing 

the Lord, God in Christ; and the way in which we have been joined to God in 

Christ. The answer to every need is knowing Him in this way.” 

So, as we’ve seen in all we’ve looked at so far tonight, there is a sharp distinction 

between a passive and an active faith.  Peter is asking that we move into an active 

faith depending on the Lord for the outcome.  We move, but we do so trusting in 

the Lord to progressively make these things increase in our lives. 

Now, the first admonition is Peter’s call for us to supplement our faith with virtue.   

(vs. 5) “But also for this very reason, giving all diligence, add to your faith 

virtue.” 

I’m not sure what your translation says, but the word “add” is not really accurate, 

and when we see what Peter is really saying, the idea of us adding things changes 

to something that is more organic or natural in all this. 

Here’s what I mean; listen to Wuest’s explanation from the Greek New Testament; 

“The Authorized Version is entirely wrong.  The verb rendered “add” 

originally meant to provide more than is barely demanded; to supply in 

copious measure, to provide beyond the need, more than generously.” 

Like we saw earlier, this is something only God can do, but we also need to see 

what our part is; what do we do to make this happen?  

Another Greek scholar, Vincent, wrote; 

“The KJV exhorts to add one virtue to another; but the Greek is to develop 

one character trait in the exercise of another; each new grace springs in out 

of, attempting and perfecting the other.  In the first exhortation to add 
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virtue to faith, the exhortation is actually that in faith, which the saints 

exercise in the Lord Jesus, they should provide for virtue (which is in reality 

the word for ‘energy’ related to moral excellence), so Christians are to 

exhibit energy with a view to purity in the exercise of their faith, translating 

it into action.” 

In looking at various author’s takes on this, I think the bottom-line of what they are 

saying is that everything has active, energetic faith as its foundation, and that if we 

can move beyond passive faith to this idea of active faith – a deliberate, focused 

trust in Christ - the character traits Peter is talking about will be something we can 

successfully cultivate because we are moving by faith with God’s energy. 

Or, as Paul put it in Phil. 4:13, “I can do all things through Christ Who strengthens 

or energizes me”. 

Our focus is on faith or trust in “Christ Who strengthens us” simultaneously to our 

commitment to cultivate or incorporate these virtues into our lives. 

So, we do “make every effort” to draw knowledge, self-control, godliness, etc. into 

who we are, but we do so on the foundation of active faith in God to provide the 

strength we need for this. 

We approach each of these virtues in the same way David approached Goliath.  

David had no doubt that if he didn’t have God on his side, Goliath would crush him; 

so, David, actively (not passively) trusted in his God, and ran energetically toward 

the giant. 

This is a summary of this exhortation; 

“Notice also how Peter's "chain" of attributes (moral excellence, knowledge, 

self-control, perseverance, godliness, brotherly kindness, love) at first might 

seem to be just a random, unconnected collection, but in fact they are like 

the spiritual fruit in Gal 5:22-23, ALL initiated and energized by the 

indwelling power (dunamis) of the Spirit of Christ. In a similar way, Peter's 

chain of Christ-like virtues constitutes an interconnected unit like the 

spiritual fruit in Gal 5. In other words, you can't have "love" without 

"knowledge".  One could subtitle the list in 2 Peter 1:5-8 as "The Fruit in a 

Believer Filled with and Energized by the Holy Spirit." Stated another way, 

while we are to make the conscious choice daily (applying is in the active 
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voice, the choice of our will) to apply all diligence, we cannot produce even 

one of these spiritual virtues without reliance on the power of the Holy 

Spirit. This is not "Let go, let God," but what I like to call "Let God and let's 

go."   

Why do I emphasize the vital role of the Spirit in our manifesting the virtues 

in Peter's chain? Simply because the inherent danger is ever present that we 

will attempt to work out all of these virtues in reliance on natural rather 

than supernatural power.  And the result is that we fall into legalism, 

thinking things like "Today I must exercise self-control or be godly, etc." I 

can't do it without the enablement of Him (the Spirit). My way leads to 

futility and frustration in the Christian life. God's way leads to victory in the 

Christian life and brings glory to our Father in Heaven.” 

There’s a familiar passage in Phil 2:12 where Paul brings in both our ‘diligence’ and 

God’s provision through the Spirit. 

“Work out your salvation with fear and trembling (what Peter called, 

‘applying all diligence’), for it is God Who is at work in you, both to will and 

to work for His good pleasure.” 

One last comment, this time by Martin De Haan; 

“Peter’s seven steps are based on faith or reliance on God. Yet that reliance 

is not enough by itself. It is activated only when combined with diligence. 

And diligence, also inadequate in and of itself, needs to be combined with 

reliance on God. What this means is that diligence and faith are two sides of 

a mystery. We don’t know how it all works out. But they both have to be 

present if we are going to have spiritual success. This combination is often 

overlooked by those who emphasize the importance of living the Christ-life. 

Too many Christians sit and wait for the Spirit to move them. They never do 

anything for God because they never take up the challenge. Yet that 

personal effort is what Peter said is our part. In behalf of God, he called for 

diligence, for effort, for zeal.  Faith doesn’t stand around with its hands in its 

pockets.” 

One author I found calls this a “divine dance”. 
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Ok, so with all those things in mind, we can look at each virtue to make sure we 

understand what Peter is specifically asking us to do. 

We already looked at the meaning of “virtue” so the next on Peter’s list is 

“knowledge”. 

Interestingly, this isn’t epignosis, but simply gnosis; meaning that we have to count 

on the Lord to bring us into the circumstances, trials, and experiences needed to 

move the knowledge we gain from our study of the scriptures into the spiritual 

knowledge and insight that epignosis represents.   

We can study, that’s our part, but only God can turn what we learn into spiritual 

life; into the transformation of our souls.  Gnosis alone doesn’t get us there; it 

simply lays the foundation and puts us in a position where God has something to 

work with.  Our study gives us a frame of reference for what God will use to bring a 

progressive revelation in the knowledge of Christ. 

As Spurgeon put it; “He who does not long to know more of Christ, knows nothing 

of Him yet.”  And then he adds, “knowledge is dangerous if it doesn’t lead to 

wisdom.” 

The next character trait in Peter’s list is “self-control”.   

The meaning of this term in the original is this: “dominion, mastery, power to rule 

and dominion within. The idea is holding oneself in or the ability to take a grip of 

oneself.” 

Other elements of this would include restraining passions and appetites.  And all of 

this is related to developing an inner ability to control our desires. 

I found an unusual, but graphic, way of explaining what this looked like in the first 

century, it’s the secular use of the Greek term for self-control; 

“The trainer must know whether or not the young athlete is self-controlled 

or not, if he is a drinker or a glutton.  If athletes have yielded to the 

pleasures of Venus, it is better not to recruit them. Are they perhaps men 

who will choose shameful pleasure rather than wreaths and the 

proclamations of heralds?” 
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You can see the obvious application to us.  Are we going to choose the pleasures of 

sin for a season over the honor and crown that awaits the champion; the 

overcomer? 

Self-control is the aggressive discipline of the athlete who, like Paul, is willing even 

to ‘beat their bodies into submission’ (1 Cor. 9:27).   The world’s athlete does it to 

receive a perishable crown, but we, an imperishable crown. 

The next virtue, “perseverance” is obviously closely tied to self-control.  Those 

willing to lay aside every weight and the sin which so easily besets us are those 

who will not give up when the race gets hard. 

I found 16 passages in the New Testament alone that encourage perseverance.  

This is a major theme of all the NT epistles.  Endurance is foundational to 

everything in this life, because if we decide to seriously pursue spiritual growth, we 

will be under increasing pressure.  And a lack of faith, knowledge, self-control and 

perseverance are the cause of why so many step off the race track – why most of 

the seeds planted in the soil fall away when trials come.  They don’t “run with 

endurance the race set before them” (Heb. 12:1). 

This virtue, more than anything else, ties directly into the next one, which is 

godliness, because in His humanity, endurance was the most remarkable character 

trait of the Son of Man. 

The word for “godliness” (eusebeia) means “worship, venerate, pay homage and 

reflects an attitude of one’s life to live in God’s presence; to be pleasing to Him in 

all that we say, do and think.  Christian endurance is motivated by godliness while 

at the same time sustaining it.” 

Brotherly kindness is the next virtue.  This comes from the word “Philadelphia” in 

the Greek. Philos is ‘beloved’ and adelphos is ‘brother”.  We’ve seen this many 

times before, so I’ll only stress that in this context, it refers to the love believers 

express toward one another with a view to doing what we can for the other 

person’s survival and spiritual advance. 

Philadelphia also has the idea of ‘loving warmly’, holding someone as dear to us, 

truly seeing our fellow Christians as brothers and sisters, just as we do in earthly 

families, with all the implications of that relationship. 
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Peter then says, “to brotherly kindness, add love”; and the word used here is 

“agape”, which we spent a great deal of time on recently in another study.  I did 

find one description that I think would be good for us to consider because the 

author does an excellent job of helping us distinguish the various types of love.  

Here’s what he wrote; 

“Agape love does not depend on the world’s criteria for love, such as 

attractiveness, emotions, or sentimentality. Believers can easily fall into the 

trap of blindly following the world’s demand that the one loving must feel 

positive toward the one loved. This is not agape love, but is a love based on 

impulse. Impulsive love characterizes the spouse who announces to the 

other spouse that they are planning to divorce their mate. Why? They say ‘I 

can’t help it. I fell in love with another person!’ Christians must understand 

that this type of impulsive love is completely contrary to God’s decisive love, 

which is decisive because He is in control and has a purpose in mind. Agape 

love is the outflow of a definite decision to love regardless of the appeal or 

lack thereof of the one being loved. There are many reasons a proper 

understanding of the truth of God's word (and of the world's lie) is critical 

and one of the foremost is Jesus' declaration that ‘By this all men will know 

that you are My disciples, if you have love (agape) for one another.’” 

Even though this type of love can act independent of the attractiveness of the one 

being loved, there is something I came across by Kenneth Wuest that helped me 

understand what the author I just read called “decisive” or “purposeful” love.  

Wuest wrote, 

"Phileo is emotional; agape is volitional, but agape also speaks of a love 

which is awakened by a sense of value in the object loved, an apprehension 

of the other person’s preciousness.” 

I don’t remember where I heard it – it was years ago; but the author pointed out 

that love is the one thing that brings everything that’s good together.  Love is the 

binding force of any virtue we would desire. 

This is a final summary of this section of 2 Pet. by Kelly; 

“Notice that while it is our responsibility to discipline ourselves in pursuit of 

these virtues, it is God's provision which allows us to do this. Is this "divine-
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human synergism" somewhat mysterious? To be sure it is, but the fact 

remains that the only way we can obey these exhortations (or any of the 880 

aorist imperative commands in the New Testament) is to make this our 

habitual practice by continual dependence on the indwelling Spirit Who 

gives us both the desire and the power to work out our salvation in fear and 

trembling, so that we walk in a manner pleasing to God.” 

And it won’t be by trying to understand what he called the “mystery of this divine-

human synergism” that we begin to experience it – I’m convinced that this will only 

happen as we move in deliberate obedience to whatever God brings into our path, 

learning by experience, experimentation, and prayer how this can become real for 

us personally. 

If what we are doing is burning us out, we are probably either taking on more than 

the Lord has called us to or we are spending too little time on the faith and 

dependence aspect of our obedience; we need to stop and recalculate our lives 

remembering that apart from God, we can do nothing.  But with Him, we can do all 

things. 

If, on the other hand, a life of obedience becomes a cake walk with little or no 

effort required on our part, it may be that we have lost sight of, or lowered the 

standard of, what God is really asking of us.   Which is exactly what Peter tells us in 

the next two verses; 

(2 Pet. 1:8-9) “For if these things are yours and abound, you will be neither 

barren nor unfruitful in the (expressed) knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

For he who lacks these things is shortsighted, even to blindness, and has 

forgotten that he was cleansed from his old sins.” 

This life is not meant to crush us, but it’s also not meant to be without struggle – 

we are, after all, in the center of an immense, cosmic warfare and it’s this struggle 

that inwardly transforms us into the kind of people who will be qualified to reign 

with compassion, conviction and steadfastness in the age to come. 

We will wait till next time to discuss this, but Peter closes this section with; 
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(2 Pet. 1:10-11) “Therefore, brethren, be even more diligent to make your 

call and election sure, for if you do these things, you will never stumble; for 

so an entrance will be supplied to you abundantly into the everlasting 

kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.” 

 


